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One-Stop Resource

Our Carriers

v
Since the annuity marketplace is a dynamic and often confusing environment, FSD Financial Services
was created in 1991 to overcome this complexity
while fulfilling your particular needs. FSD provides
you with the expertise, technical support and comprehensive access to the complex annuity marketplace for:

v
FSD is a completely independent wholesale marketing organization working to meet our brokers’ needs.
We have developed relationships with many top-rated
carriers wherein our selections are based on company ratings, product offerings and competitiveness.

EIA’s
SPIA’s
SPDA’s
FPDA’s

Equity Indexed Annuities
Single Premium Immediates
Single Premium Deferreds
Flexible Premium Deferreds

In particular, FSD provides annuity designs for:

ý 1035 Exchanges
ý IRA Rollovers

ý Combos/Split Annuities
ý Terminal Funding

ý Deferred-Start Immediate Annuities
ý Age Rated Immediate Annuities

Responsive Service
v
Our comprehensive approach brings together an international network of carriers and resources to provide you with a level of service unsurpassed in the
wholesale brokerage community.
At FSD we are serious about providing the Financial
Planning Professional with prompt efficient service,
case design, technical assistance and broad market
access.

FSD believes in the value-added approach to insurance marketing; this is why you can have piece of
mind that we hand pick our carriers in an unbiased
manner to assure this tradition. Our large number of
carriers assures that we can provide the products
you seek.

Internet Web-Services
v
Agents love the FSD website. It is easy to navigate and gives agents the ability to request immediate annuity quotes, get insurance company licensing paperwork and client brochures. Current
interest rates & commissions from our companies
are available in PDF format or for email delivery.
Order professional sales kits, set up training
sessions and much more!

Quality
v
FSD represents a variety of top-rated insurance carriers who are competitive while
providing a client focused fixed annuity product line and responsive service departments.

In addition to supplying illustrations, we provide the
annuity broker with all necessary forms and contracting, case submission, and post sale follow-up.

Integrity

At FSD we recognize that your time should be spent
prospecting and selling--so leave the processing to
us. We continuously monitor the status of each submission for you for fast and accurate results

FSD provides an unbiased approach to product and company selection. We are completely independent and provide the products which best meet your clients needs.

Information
v
FSD is dedicated to providing the information you
need to assure that you are current on all relevant
issues. For instance, we continually update and supply you with our FSD Deferred Annuity Guide--an
easy to use SPDA spreadsheet featuring carriers &
ratings, product information, and current interest &
commission rates.

v

Expertise
v
FSD provides sales and technical expertise
based on many years of experience in the
annuity marketplace. We believe in creativity
while providing efficient services.

